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articulated manipulators present strong, although smooth, nonlinearities
in the state, but• are always linear in the inputs. Mechanical sources of
nonlinear dynamics are the large changes of apparent inertia in different
arm postures and the dependency of gravity forces on the configuration.
Second, in standard robot cqntrol problems, the relation between applied
input forces and controlled outputs the joint variables or the end-effector
pose
fully displays the typical interactions of multivariable systems.
To set up a common background, Jet us recast some standard results
for conventional robots, namely those manipulators constituted by open
kinematic .chains oLrigi51.bodies, connected by N rotational or prismatic
joints, and·with an independent actuator driving each degree of freedom.
Also N is less or equa! to 6, the maximum number of parameters needed
and orientation ofthe end'effector in
·free space. Defining a vector q E JRN of generalized coordinates (e.g. the
joint variables ), the Lagrangian of the systelll L =.!_=. U
formed
fromth·e .kin-eticene.rgy"T(q;·q) __.jq'I'B(q)q, the potentiaI energy U ( q),
an.athe nonconservativerorces·m pérforinirig work-ori e{ Applying the

""' of
r n m" B=blo /mb 1" '""
eill
p.resent.
th·e· sys.tem.
u_tput is.
be zerois.··.;·-.•. .·. ;.··•. .• .·. ·.
are obtained as
characterized, and a phys1cal mterp.retatwn of s.uch dynam1cs 1s provided.
.•:•.•.
Simple
to show h_ow
::: .:::: ...
(3) ...
···· B(q)q+c( q, q) +e( q) = m, ·
=•==:.-=design•i:)E•stabilizing-controllers;1rm:l·thatex1s"tinJrfesliltscanber<iiriewed
··
in the spir;t. of zero dynamics.
where B is the positive definite symmetric inertia matrix, e is the Coriolis
and centrifugai vector, and e is the gravitational vector. The components
1. Introduction
of the last two terms have the explicit expressions
fo recent years robotics has served as an exciting. field of applicatÌon. for
au
.
1.T(iJb; (iJb;)T iJB).
advanced findings in nonlinear contro! theory, Severa! interesting contro!
e;(q) = ,,.--,
(4)
c;(q,q) 2q i)q + i)q
- oq; q,
· vqi
problems have been posed and solved for nonlinear systems which are linear
in the contro! input u and in the disturbance input z,
for i
1, ... , N, being b; the ith column of B. State equations in the
(1)
form (1) (with z = O, viz. R = O) are readily obtained from (3), setting
= f(x) + g(x)u + r(x)z, y h(J<);
x = (q,q) = (xp,Xv) E IR2N and u = m E IRN:
xElRn, uElR,m,
yEJRP,f and
g; and r/ of
matrices g and r are smooth vector fields, and h is a smooth output vec(5)
.. _tgr function. In particular, necessary and suflìcient conditions have been
found for the problèms of feedback linearization, input-output nonintèrac. tion, diSturbance decoupling, and'fùll (i:è.'sta.te plus output) linearization,
with n( q, q) = e( q, q) + e( q) for compactness. Thus, n = 2N, m = N .
using a static state-feedback law of the form
As in (1), an output equation can be associated to this dynamic system,
typicaHy in the forni

=

x

-- aS

ù<l,nsformation· in·. the state-space
···

x = W-(:x) (see.[1]; .and the references therein).

•........

=

=

........... This ..general .framework.is:well-suited-to·-robotics,-as-to-many-other--··-mechatronics systems; for two ma:in reasons. First; dynamic models of

(6) .
·where
mapping k:JR

joint space output
q,
y = { k(q), cartesian space output

__,fRN

so-:ca:lledaìrect·kinematics oftliearm; a nonlinear
in the conventional square case (p=m=N). When
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the full end-effector pose is considered in vector p, a minimal representation
should be used for orientation, like Euler or roll-pitch-yaw angles.
In. current industria! robots, the nonlinear effects present in the state
,e<!ua'tions (5). are. mas.ked. by :the adoption of torque transmission elements
with. a large ·reductiòn ratio [3). However, th:e demand for accurate endforce ·contro!; extren\e'pl"edsiori in the whole·workspace; and high
performing ailton\atic·t8.sks; hasied te) the introductfon oh; new
géneration ofdirect-drive arms, i.e. with unitary transmission ratios. For
anGinteractììfg

====
-proc:uures iS.rioLadequate,·and-the:motion·controlproblemreallyasksfor
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Exponentially stable zero dynamics allows exact or, at least, asymptotic
reproduction of output trajectories [8). In this case, the system is usually
referred to as being minimum phase. Finally, in the regulation problem for
nonlillear systems, solvabilitY conditions can be restated in terms of zero
dynamics of the system [9).
. In the following, the role of zero dynamics will be investigated with
reference to three relevant problems in robotics: contro! of robots in rigid
:%!]f17.;:';:'-·
contact with the environment, free motion contro! of manipulators with
__
.. redundant degrees of freedom, and trajectory contro! of robot arms with
flexible.links .. Increasing interest is. being devoted. to. these robotic appli•
cations, which are indeed more complex than conventional ones, but much

I .

=••=-•

.
-. - ..
.....· .. . ... . ... . . . · ...... ., .
ven 1on se mg,.ro o armssa IB•Y
o zero ynam1cs can e use ior rem erpre mg nown resu s, ior provi "àl/ thè cònditions
contro!
challengi11g_prQl>krns, ori!l_.th.e_.9_eJl11.Lt.iqn_of new
..in.particular full linearization•and=input-outputnonintefactiori:Itiseasyto
·
· i:Oritrol.stfategies:Althoughiriostof the arguments arepreseiited through
· ·see·that·the·suitable"feedback andsfatefrallsformatTonfu"t::the.)Ofrltoutput - .·
examples,w<,-wHftry foj:)uteacllcasesfocly in thèwiderperspeéìive of the
case is-.iif''·
·pertiìiènfiòb"otiC"1ield:·For-Còmpleteriess, ·gèneral concepts refated to zero
dynamics and a computational algorithm are recalled first.
(7)
u n(x) + B(xp)v,
W'(x) = x,
--·--·-:r:··1··- - - .............
······· ·· ·· ··· 2. Zero ·dynamics of nonlinear systems
-.-----wni
-·--··

!f••••-

li'.-'.

=

(8) u = n(x) + B(xp)J- 1 (x.)[-J(x)x.

+ v],

w(x)
,

= [J(xp)x.
k(x.) ] ,

where J( q) = ak/{)q Ìs th;
cè>ntrol laws achieve state ànd output linearization, in the proper coordmates, and input-output decoupling at the same time, as can be checked
by direct inspection. Such a striking result has been Iabeled in many different ways in. robotics,.namely as computed, torque, inverse dynamics ap•proach, resolved-acceleration method, or operational space contro!. In the
.. cartesian space, slight variations.may . be encountered depending on the chosen representation of end-effector orientation, but - apart from different
. algorithmic singularities in the induced J acobian J - a basically unique
... approach. can be resumed (4,5).
., .
·
In thùi paper, our purpose is to show that there is more than just
!computed torque'in ad.vanced robotic èontrol problems .. There are stil!
, plenty of.situations needing for' an useful transfer of new 'results from non'- ---·!inear.controL theory.. Recently,..the notion.. of-zero-dynamics-of·a-system,·
:.._,___ the__
the constraintthat. the system
an·nme•çllasoeensta.tedin a precise"way· also in the
. .
nonlinear case [6), providing a convenient tool for the analysis of severa!
contro! problems and for the generation of powerful results. To mention
·:·a::
. has-been-·shown,in" (7Ftliatiiivei'tilile sysfoms .with.no_zero..dy-------.. "'110.llliCS.Can.aJways be.ful!y !inearized by·means of dynamic state-feedback.
0

Consider the class of nonlinear systems that are not fully linearizable by
feedback. For these systems, the feasibility of a number of contro! laws is
strictly related to the stability .properties of a particular dynamics which
depends upon the specific contro! problem faced. When seeking for exact reproduction of output trajectories by means of system inversion, the
minimal inverse dynamics is of concern. For input-output noninteracting
problems (as well as for disturbance decoupling), the critica! issue stands
in the dynamics of maximal dimension which can be rendered unobservable
via feedback. On the other band, for solving locai stabilization problems
using smooth static state-feedback, one should investigate the properties of
the internal dynamics when the output is forced to zero. For linear and
for nonlinear single-input single-output invertible systems, it is known that
the dynamics of the minimal inverse, the dynamics associated with maximal loss of observability under feedback, and the closed-loop dynamics
obtained when zeroing the output, are in fact coincident. This equivalence
is no longer true for generai nonlinear systems (10). However, these three
notions collapse into the same one when the decoupling Ìnatrix of the system IB nonsingular (or is full row rank, when p < m). We shall keep this
assumption
now on.
In any case, the stability requirement for the closed-loop system plays
the major role in validating any of the previous contro! designs. Taking
advarifageonlieassumecteqmvà!ence"ofthe. above tlireé"riotioiis, we will
focus only on the derivation of the zero dynamics of a given system. Besides,
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this is also simpler from a computàtional point of view, as will be evident
in the considered robotic examplesJ

For the constrained robotic system, the right hand side of the overall dynanùcs (3) becomes, by the principle of virtua] work,

A coordinatecfree algorithm has been given in [8] for computing both
the zero dynamics manifold M',i.e. the set of states that may be assumed
by the nonlinear system when .the output is constrained to zero, and the
•zero dynamics·vector·fìeld•f"(:ic)l:M•;•·i:ec··(the·restrictioirof}avèctor field
wltich is. always.
I,etx;••.b•f aregular point
fo thesense oL[S], and assume f(x,) = O and h(x,) = O. Denoting by
- - - - ·TX{-M}the-tangent-space-at-x-to-M,a·sequem:e-{M>}of·manììotàs·cali oe
______S()!llputed
........... ····"····-···-·--·-··---··---··---··· as:
· ···· ·· · ·step O:M0 li:-1To);-.···-

=

c_::...
M, 7 {'."'E Uk-1

n

f(x) E span {g(x)}+Tx(Uk..:1 n Mk-i)}.

---------

Atii;step k* ···:i:: ·n,
tlìere-eXistsa·s-mootì1.staiè:réèdback
g(x)U*(x}iS taiigénft<>M*, and

(9)

x• = f*(x*);

.Mk:...:..M<>re.wei.,u = .u•(,;;j such thatf*:(x):=f(x)+

with x• E M*

. . ··..

.. .

. .

.

=> y: h(x*(t)) =O.

-----sinc<nJre··vectorfieJaT*{xfis-tange1irto.:M'-,tlie.restriétloii.r*(x)J:;... is
a· Wèllcdefined vector..fie]d .. on M*. Note that, in locai coordinates, the
zei;o dynamics algorithm is similar to the so-called structure algorithm [11].
Moreover;.it.can be generalized to time-varying constrained outputs and to
non"square;(p <·m) systems; in which case u• ·is not ùiiiqÙe.
3. Robots in constrained motion

In lllany industriai tasks, the robot end-effector is requlred to niove in contact with an environlllental surface. In such situatioiis, one is in.terested in
controlling motionaIOng
and
i.n some
orthogorial onès,. thus leading to'alìhybrÌd controlscheme: Thetask. ìsusually deiioìed as compliant; wheiÌ some elasticity is asslimed at the contact
point. Thisfompliàrifdynàmics is due totherion,ideairigidity ofefi\)iron. riièht ànd robot, and t() the natural déformation ·or the forcè/torqiiésènsirig
de".ice, \Vhen present, .·
·evi<!ençe sh.(\(ys that. the most cri tic.al
cases
tliè céìntaét stfffness.isvery ììiglì;\vitnthe-occurrencèòian
unstable chatterfrig behavior. This motivates the investigation of the. I.inùt
___ __cl#Je,.when.the
·
cohstrained to à
· ·
· ·· ·
.... ···--A-genéral ·i?:aimenslonaTii()[()!lC,riiiè cÒÌistrafÌit. (2)-.,,m . be
as
<l?(p) 7 O,beirig p the.endceffector gènèralized coordiÌlates. Usillg the arm
direct kinèmatìcs,. ---this
constraint
can
berew.ritte11 1#3
----"···-·-· --·---e- -·--,- "".
----- --- -:- •
----------- ··-_-- -- - ------ '" -- .

· - - - - - - - - - - - - ----·-·-----

{)<)? T

T

(11)
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m=u+J (q)(l)p) F,

In. (11), n is the controLinput at the joints (m = N), while F is the
generalized constraint force arising at the end-effector. Only compatible
forces are generated within this formulation, and these can be interpreted
as Lagrange multipliers associated to the given constraint [12]. If simple
·contact is desired, i.e, with·no·reaction forces arising at the contact point,
vect.or F plays the role of a disturbance for the system. Accordingly, setting
again x = (q, ci), n = 2N, 11,llQ_wjth. the i-dimensiona] xector z = F, the
..
a8sume exactly the form (1). In a similar way, when a
contact force F d oJ O is desired, the disturbance becomes z = F - F d·
. ......... t;>rtingcfrom:eqnation:cfMcwitlr:(ll), the followingquestions will be

compute·inpunoiqirelfUfor staying on the surfacè <I? = O?
• how do we express the dynamic behavior on <I? = O?
<lire!'.La11s.wer .is pr0 vide.dJh.tongh t.11.e .derivation Qf Jhe. zero dynamics of
this robotic system, by taking as output to be constrained to zero

(12)

y

= h( q) = <l?(k(q)),

thus having p =fin (1). From
.

(13)

y

• T( ) .
= l)h
i)q q =
q q,

y = T( q)ij + 'Ì'( q, ci)ci,

using the robot dynamic model (3), it is found that y explicitly depends
on the input u in a nonsingular way, provided that the f x N
Jacobian T = (8<1?/8p)J is of full rank f. Note that matrix T in (13)
contains information about the constraint curvature. The zero dynamics
manifold M' is obtained by setting y = y = O:

(14)

. M' = {(q,ci) E JR2N,

O} .

From y = O, the state-feedback law which keeps the dynamic flow of the
closed-loop system tangent tc>M' is

(15)
u• = n(q, ci) - B(q)Tl (q)'Ì'( q, ci)ci + B(q) [I - Tl(q)T(q)jv.- TT(q)F,
= a(x)

+ ,B(x)v + 1(x)z,

=

··-wh.ére Tt
ìstfie pseudoinverse of T. Tnis static statefeedback law contains also a disturbance measurement term, i.e. a feedback
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from the force sensing device. Also, the new contro] input v is premultiplied
by the projection matrix into the null space of T. Applying (15), the closedloop dynamics becomes

with the usual notation s;
sin q1, e;
cos q;. The scalar value F, the
force acting in the direction normai to the constraint surface, is directly

=

75

=

available from a sensor measurement.

(16)

y

whichis a set ofN seèciiid"òrder différeiitia:Jeqììatioris: ·sinèè the projection
•rnattixi•has •rank N-' .e;thiS :will'àlscibe the aetuaLri)linber of. iiidependent
c9ntrolinputs, out of the N components of v. When the initial conditions
are
òC(r6) wi!Plive'ìntlie lower dimensionai
- - -...
M•. onto which-thecdynamiea!-system-is-projected:--------·-···
· ·-·-·-Todispiay· correct.Iy-tlie.
<lYllamics,··
fièid.·r•·,i,.;.;piititiy
·-··• ::
=" ·iilg, we
rediice
coordinates is needed:

zero

i!le ve2t6r

(iif.
____ ___where qr ..E .JR"..=l._(asubpart.of_qj-is-used-as-a-local-pa!'ametr.ization-0f-tlie
constraiiitsurfiice, .Tlien, ·the-reaucecCset-oi" 2(.N=-cj. first-order-équations
expressing the zero dynamics of t.he robot system in constrained motion is

Simplifications are introduced when the constraint is expressed in joint

= r(o,o,ea,e4,a),

(18)

Fig. 1 - A planar RP robot in constrained motion

coordinates, since

.........

being a the reduction to M* of the forcing term v in (16). This dynamics
describes in terms of joint coordinates the motion of the robot end-effector
on the surface ol> O. Input a can be used to stabilize this motion, independently of the constraint forces .acting in the span of the rows of ( 84> /op) T.
:.This interpretation is in· the same spirit ofhybrid ..control schemes. (13],
· in which dynamic decoupling of force and velocity contro! loops can be
·:obtained via a
feedbàck sirnilar to. (15),. ·Alsò, ·the proposed approach is consiStent with the results derived in (12). An example will further
· illustrate the above concepts.

T(q)
.

=

Example. Consider a
RP (cylindric) robot arm, moving the
end-effector in rigid contact with a circular surface ofradius r, as in Fig. 1.
.In. this case, N 2, i 1, and

=

=

-h(qf:' q2 -.__r-O;-----··

-----+19) ···· -

•• =••=:•srrowingthattiié'endo'èiféct1'tèonstraih:trnaps into àJiiieàr .oiiè iiìthejoint
:space. The dynamic model of this robot arm is

(20)

.

· ·

.

.

.. .

· q::i1r;:iJ F:--·

= oh(q)
=(O
oq

·- 1_[0]

l), T - O, T -

1 -[1 o]

l ,I - T T -

O O ·

Then, the nonlinear feedback contro! (15) takes the form

(22)
assuming that the desired contact force is zero. This contro] law becomes
a linear one when.evaluated on M* = {(q,q) E JR4 :q2 - r = 0,42 =O},
with uj
b11(r)v1 , u;
-F. The closed-loop dynamics (16) collapses
into q [v1 OJT so that, selecting qr q1 and a V1,. the zero dynamics
reduces simply to ij1 v 1. Note that in this case q1 parametrizes globally
tlie coristraint surfaèe. •
.

=

=

=

=

=

=

4. Redtindant robot arms

Kinematic redund30cy in. robot. arms is a relative concept. A robot is said
-to-be-redundant when
N of degrees of freedom (viz. of joints)
is larger than p, the number of coordinates strictly needed for describing a
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given corripatibletask. For instance, a planar·3-dof arm is redundant for the
end-effector positioning task, but it is not•if also the orientation around an
axis n.ormal to the piane is of concern. The 'primary' task is oftèn specified
in terms of the ro_bot end-effector varial:>les, as in this example. Therefore,
it iiì convenfollt todefine tliese task variables as cliaracterizing outputs for
the redundant system .
. .... •.
of
arJl! .<lexterity,. allowing coilision
. avoidance with workspace _ol:ìstacles or enabling to comply with joint range
•-----·--·-.QLavmc:ling . singulaLconfigur.ations.,_where_the_kinematicsJacobian-looses.....
.............. :::-rull::r:ank.-A
is that ·on e ·can. associate ·significant perali' these prgb)ems, e.g. the minimum. distance of the
•:::::=:=
be used for.
these performance criteria during locai or global
.• ..... IJ10tion. Similarly,
the satisfaction of secondary or 'augmented' tasks. k review •. of the mòst còmmon reSòliitiòn
· schemes can befound'in [14T On.tliec'OtherliaiiJ, the. kinematic. transformation of end-effectdr p_aths into joiilt-space paths foi redulldaiitarms .
is not straightforward, due to the non-existence of a closed-form solution
or, equivalently, to the presence of an infinite number of admissible inverse
levels.'--The fact that diffèrent· arm postures may correspond to the same
end-effector location induces some spedfic undesirable issues that can be
classified as follows:
• non-repeatability: a cyclic behavior of the task variables maynot cor;.,respond to a cyclic behavior of the joint variables; .
• self-motions: a non-zero joint veloèity may stil! be present though
the end-effector is· fixed at a given point, even for nonsirigular arm
configurations..

These two problems depend on the particular resolution strategy that is
being used. If redundailcy: is ·controlled at a kinematic leve! using a homogeneous law of the' form ci·= H( q)p, necessary and sufficient conditions
for obtaining a repeatable motion have been stated in [15], requiring the
involutivity of the colurrins ofH. Note that a repeatable behavior caii b_e
a stàbility
inthe large.
·.
. . .. . . . .
:"]!ere, wè w'ill
fa the contiol
Tii
partièl)lar, we
lik.e t_() design a coò.trol law which stabi!izes.the inter_nal
....... ,iw.ncò.ì;llìguration . . arminiL.a...
. ejfE>_ctorat the fixed location p .. _The notion of zero dynamiés is again
- ---·---·helpfuHn-finding a solutiol[tpthis problem .. For, define as output.

as

(23)

y = h( q) = k(q) - p,
.-

y=J(q)ci;

--- .

with p fixed,
-

y=iJ(q)q+j(q,ci)ci,
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an explicit dependence of y on u is found through the dynamic model
B( q)éj + n( q, ci) = u. Setting y = y = O, the zero dynamics manifold
follows as

M • = {( q, q") E

(25)

JR2N

-p]

: [k(q)
J (q)ci

O} .

=

From y = O, ali contro! inputs making M* invariant have the form
2

(27)

11• = n(q, ci) - l!(q).J1(q)j-(q, ci)ci + B( q)[I - JI( q)J( q)jv,

éi = -J 1( q)j(q, ci)ci + [I - Jf (q)J( q) ]v,

-wlieretlièsecorid terriiori-tlièriglit hand si de is a joint acceleratiori vector

='-.-..-.1"'yingill. the nuff space ofiheJacoblan J .. Note. that..the cfosed-loop system
-1s descril5ed by-piirely.l<foeìnaticeqiiatfons, becaiisè -aynàmiC: terms have
already been cancelled via feedback. Although equation (27) - just as (16)

- does not describe correctly the zero dynamics of the redundant system,
__ -·yet-ìt·i·s·asuitable oasis forthedesign of an external inputv-which stabilizes
the arm around the desired equilibrium conlìguration (q, ci) = (qd, O). Since
qd may not be consistent with the fixed p (i.e. k( qd) op p), it is reasonable
to define a projected state error

(28)

Kp >0,

E= [I -Jf(q)J(q)j[Kp(qd - q)- ci],

in which any suitable gain scaling matrix may be chosen for Kp, e.g. the
identity. This error term will be zeroed using the following result, which
provides thus a stabilizing contr.ol law for self-motions.of redundant arms.
Theorem. For the dynamics (27), the choice

(29)

v = -Kpci + KEE- jlJ[KF(cfd.:.. q}

with KE > O, is such that the projected error E in (28) asymptotically
tends to zero.

Proof. Define a Lyapunov candidate as V=

and

(31)

and note that
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Sin ce the projection matrix i<ddempotent, using ET[I - Jl J)
applying (29) gives

(32)

V = ETE = -ET<\'+ I<:1'<i) -

= ET, and

ET [j!J + J! jJ [Kp( qd - q) -

in the null space of J have the explicit expressions

(35)
I - Jl J

.· ·Note thahthé ass1iinptfon. oUulL ròw..rà.rik-for:J .iS,Jie-Ver .fiéeaea, ·contrary
_ _ _ to the arguments used in (161.:_ ____·--·-··---··
q.E.D.
______

.'!"cor_<!l.!!K1QJ1J.".Qjection

that
stabilization ìnay be aehieved wòrkiiig onlywithirì the· reduced zero ctynam''CC::::·:::cc=icscsubmanifold..cc'I'hiscwilLbe--illustr,ate<l:cin'the'followingcexample:':::::: ·
.

2

1
1+e2

( s3C3]
1 + (2s2

( 2s3C3

Jl = - -

<i]

= -ETKeE:,; O.
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l) .

We first show that, taking v = O instead of (29) in (27), an undesirable liritit
In fact, the closed-loop
dynaritics becomes in this case

. éycle may be induced as a self-motion of the arm.

=

·• .. ExMi:ple. Considèr a planar PPR7robot arm ( N
3) with the thil'd
link of length i' (see. Fig. 2).. li'òrth10..tMk..!!fj1.Qsit.k>.ning_the.cèruheffe.ctor___

so that;·<mteilngat t
· andhaving;sa:y;-q3{foT
this robot is redundant: ·
···········.···)
,p = -(········.··
Px ,py
.

·- -···-. -·-·············

y

f37)

location p = p = (p.,py), with i>= o,

= o·outii3(t0 ):=7;<0; woììld givti
q,(t) = Px - f cos7(t - to),

·· ······· q:1(t)=Pv
qa(t) = 7(t - to),

to),

i.e. an ·endless harmonic moti on of the two prismatic joints. On the other
hand, there is a stabilizing strategy to be pursued which is also more direct
than (29). The idea is to reparametrize the robot joint coordinates in terms
of qa and 43 only

(38)

...,.,,, q 1,...,...,.... .

Fig. 2 - A planar PPR robot arm

(34)

=

=

q2
42

= Py -lsa = 92(qa),

= -iq3C3 = g.(q3,43),

so that the zero dynamics manifold can be characterized as
X

The Jacobian matrix

q1 = Px -Rea= 91(qa),
41 l43S3 g3(q3,43),

..

.- J-[1
-fs
-o O
reca·
3]

(39)
M' ={(q, <i) E 1R6: q1 =g1 (qa), q2 =g2(qa), <i1 =ga(qa, <ia), <i2 =g.(qa, q3)}

=
=

while the zero dynamics is just ifa
va. This will be globally stabilized
at the value qda by choosing va
I<p(qda - q3) - I<.qa, with I<p, I<v
both positive. Although kinematically simple, this robot is not a triviai
case. For instance, it is interesting to remark that solving redundancy
by pseudoinversion, i.e .. choosing <i = J! ( q)p, does not yield a repeatable
solution. The necessary and sufficient condition is that the columns j) of
Jf,
as vector fields, are involutive. Howèver, this is not the case since
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is the Lie bracket ofthe two vector

The proposed stabilizing strategy for self-motions could be generalized to
the case p ;é O, and used for keepiiig under controitlie robot joint velocity.
We conclude this section by noting that the idea_ ofreparametrization ()f
redundant robots and -of reductfon tò a lower-dimensional manifold has
beeii explorèd
in-[l-7;1S].

- - -- - -- - -Thèrecare:two types of possib]e-deformation in rob-ots; narnely joiht ela&ticity and Jink flexibility. Joint elasticityis introduced by transrnission
or=longshaftsf
llie liasiC
ofvibr,.tion in industriai arms with massive links [19], The dynamic model
__
_
ized coordinates, using onevarialiléforthe actuafor
__ _
onefoì'thè link p0sitfori. The resuiting;;,odefTs described by 2N second
orderdifferential equations of the form(3), but with
ponents ofm available for contro! (i.e. m = [INxN ONx-N]Tu, up to a row
permutation). Link flexibility, instead, is non negligible for long and/or
::_::_::_:=:=Ijghìw_ejght:::_arms:;Jike::.the:Sp:ace::Slrn:ttle--Remote=Mailij)Ulator. -Altliougn
deflection is distribtited in nature, finite'dimensional dynamic models are
usually derived, by representing eàch link as aìl Euler beam with proper
boundary conditions and limiting to N, the number of moda! functions in
the._associated. small .deformation. eigenvalue problem·-- Alternatively, the
methods _of_finite elements or of assumed r:n9des can be_ used for directly
approximating the link deflection [20]. Using the Lagrangian approach,
the coupling of N rigid motion equations with N, flexible ones will result
in a nonlinear dynamic model that is stili in the form (3), but now with
m
[INxN ONxN.J'l'u.
Various motion contro! objectives can be pursued in the presence of
flexibility,·
corifrol witli vibratioiial damping to
accurate
tracking. Indeed, trajectories specified _at the actuator
levélprodùée diffeient ar:ìd-oscillatory behavior at the end-effector leve!,
botli for thé elastiè joint and for Ìhe flexible link case: _Ili spi te of this
analogy, the.trajectory tracking _co_ntrol problem is complete!y difforent in
the two
The basic
iS Summarized in the
-

ana:Tu

source
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Therefore, by the use ofstatic [21] or, when needed, dynamic [22] inversionbased state-feedback, a fully linear closed-loop system can be obtained,
equivalent to a set of independent strings of inp11t-output integrators of
length greater than or equa! t(j four. These results closely mimi e the ones
obtained for conventional rigid .robots.
In the case of link flexibility, the trajectory tracking problem is much
more involved. Instead of following a generai but cumbersome formalism,
we will focus on a one-link planar flexible arm, modeling just one deflection
mode (N, = 1). This finite-dimensionai model, although of reduced-order,
that it displays the same basic
contro! properties of more accurate and/or distributed models. It will be
__sh_own that the zero dynamics_is_us_efuUn the study of the tracking problem, and it is crucial in the dèsign of outputs for which exact trajectory
reproduction can be achieved in a stable fashion via inversion control. In

provi de a-constmctive-- answer
question of finruni-t.hè illpllLthat produces a desired end-effector
traje_ct()ry'.
________ _
Example. Consider the one-link flexible arm of Fig. 3, moving on
the horizontal piane. Following the generai modeling technique proposed
_in_[23], __ based on the_ RitzcKantor.ovitch expansion for approximating link

ti:Lthe

deformation, we assume bere secOild-degree polynomials as basis functions.

lmposing geometrie boundary conditions of the 'clamped' type at the link
base, it turns out that a parabolic shape is sufficient to describe the pure
bending deformation of the link.

=

a

_____-_• -_ •is-- it_
for robç:its wltll
e
•-- so to exactly reproduce a desired (smooth) end-effector trajectory?
-

IÌnding-whetherthè èomputedtorqué method-can
_be extended_ also to flexible robot. arms: -Thè ariswer is a]wàys positìve for
_____ _____
elasticity. Wll'-'llf<Jlli!()l_ling thee_11d-effector or th.idi.lJk__
position -==- both outputs- being beyond- the -elasticity---of-these-robots,
--orre-is dealingwithan invertìble nonlinear systern having no zero dynamics.

Fig. 3 - A <m":-lin_k flexible robot arm
Let f be the length of the uniform link and m its mass, ! 0 the inertia of
the hub, mp and lp the mass and inertia of a payload located at the tip,
a11<!__it_the input torque, The_a,_11g!!!,._r_position q1 of the link Jiase and the
---deflection q2 at the tip point are chosen as generalized coordinates. If the
analysis is not limited to sman ·deflections, a nonlinear dynamic model is
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Using the linear change of coordinates x = W(x)
loop equations become

obtained in the standard form
(4

l)

(?.'q2 ] + [ c2(q2,
c,(q.2:41.,<fa)] = [1] u
qi) + kq2

[biì(q2) . b1.2]
b12 . b22

O

622=d,

·b11(il2)=a+bqi;' ·

= -bq2qf, _ ____

_

--- ------1------------ ------------ - --- - ----- ------ - , .. -- 2

a

3mt

::::-:::··::::::.C43·k··-"-- -----···
e=

_

---------- ------------

d=sm+i 2 lp+mp.

-rii:-(41), le = '4El/t3 jis:-the·•1ìn!CelastiCicycoeffiCient,w1t oung mo u us
. E .. andlink ..cross-.sectional•-inertia•f-;•State•eqnati<>us-aYe-<teYi-ve-dOy· sei-ti'"n'"g-----'
x.=_ ,( qi ,,g2 •. 41, qi)_ E.. JR\,, For trajectory control, •.a. s_ca1"r :output--can-beconveniently defined as the angular. position of a generic. poin(along the
link, as seeri from the base._ For simplicity, a linearized version of this
_______ Qll.tp_ut.will_ be use_d._lts_p.ar.ametcic..exp:ression-is--.------------c
(44)

,\E [0,1).,

For ,\ = O, the output is the joint angle, while for ,\ = 1, the output is the
angular position of the tip. Being intèrested in tfadiing erid-effectòr trajectories, one should consider mainly y(l). Unfortunately; with this choice
invers!on contro!, which is the strategy used to guarantee exact tracking,
leads m generai to an unstable closed-loop behavior. This is because of the
presence of an unstable zero dynamics that limits the application of pure
inversion contro!,
is fonsistent with the usual non-minimum phase characteristics ofthe trarisfer functionfromjoint torque totip position inlinear
dynamic moaels of7oné::Iink flexlble arms [24).
thé actual situation is more tricky and if_ìs interesting t<:>__see for wh_at. values of ,\, i.e.
_f.or ,which output, it
t() reproduce,_ex_ac_tly a trajectory. For
this purpose, an explicit expression should be derived for the system zero
_dynamics. Thèrelativedegree of output (44). is two, except fora particular
parameter value Ào which will be charaderized later. Then, the synthesis
ofan inversion-based'-controHs ·acco1llplished deriving twice the output
--- --setting it= v ;·an·d-·so!V-ìngfor-u-:------------------------------------ - --- '
-

-=-=::::::::::::___ _:._ -

--

(45)

--=-- -•- - - - - - u= c1(q2,qi,q2)-

b22..::fb12

(c2(q2,qi)+kq2)

•· •

-- -- -----·--· 22,1.12.

(46)

=

It is easy to see that the zero dynamics, restricted to the manifold M'
{( q, q) E JR4 : q, -fq2, <i1 -f<i2}, represents in this case the dynamics
...he,_.fl,_e...x.ible variable_q2,evaluated for y(t) O:

=

=

=

--

+IP +mpi2 , . b= -m+mp,

4mt+llp+mpl,

= (y, y, q2 , cfa), the closed-

'

withelerllehts of the iriertia matrix B(q2) imd Coriolis and centrifugai terms
by

______
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----------------·--------

(47) __
The stability properties of this two-dimensional dynamics can be studied
-- - or 1 eren -va ues of--.X,--W-henever'-ilie-zerò dynamics wilroe•found to be
for v ·-

= Yd + Kv(ild- !i)+ Kp(Yd -y),

v

Kp,Kv >0,

=c--__\V_i!Lg11ara_n1ee O.SYrnPt()tiLt!ll._cl<_i11g_gf .Yd(t),. or eve1_1 e_J<_act t_racking for
=

matched initial conditions. In particular, for ,\
O, the linear zero dynamics ih
k / d)q2 is found, having two complex poles on the imaginary
axis. The presence of some structural damping in the model would force
exponential stability. It follows immediately that joint trajectories can be
always tracked in a stable fashion. This is a generai conclusion for robots
with flexible links, holding even in the multi-link, multi-moda! case. For
,\>O, it can be assumed that the (state-dependent) coeflìcient of q2 in the
numerator of(47) remains positive, as it is when testing stability in the first
approximation. Therefore, the properties of the zero dynamics will depend
only on the sign of the denominator Ll, a function of the parameter ,\. The
stability condition .can be rewritten more explicitly as

= -(

'

-

(49)

8(,\)

=(4',\ -

1

)m + (,\ - l)mp

5

+ (2,\ -

4)

I

<O.

In the absence of a payload (mp =I,= O), asymptotic stability is obtained
for
Then; the inversion controller·(45}, with (48), will
'stiffen' the behavior of any output point which is up to four fifth of the
link-length i, letting ·it trace the •desired ·trajectory while keeping the arm
deformation bounded. On the other hand, choosing an output associated
to ,\ > 4/5 will lead to an unbounded state evolution, once inversion contro!
is applied. The trallsition from stable to unstable behavior occurs at that
link point corresponding to Ào
4/5, where the relative degree is larger
of in
phase or out of phase niotion. In fact,' with the undeformed arm initially

=
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=

at rest, this point will have zero acceleration at time t. o+ in response to
a step input torque applied at time t = o- at the joint, and will separate
positive from negative acceleration points. However, note that the location
of suèh a point along the link depends on the mechanical characteristics of
the.arm.-Iftherobotarm.•isloadedwith a-concentrated tip-mass m, k 1 m
(IP =O), then

=
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regulator approach is capable of achieving asymptotic output tracking with
bounded internal state. However, if a non-causai solution is admitted [27),
one may also find an input torque to be applied for t < O, i.e. before the
start ofthe actual trajectory, so to lead the system in t_he required initial
condition at time t = O.
6. Conclusions

=======-and=by.in.c.re_asing.the •• payload-mass-cvia:-ky,--the-transitiuirp-oint-will--m-ove
--c1oserto the tip,·
n:ever reaching. it. Ori the other hand, assuming
:.:......... __
mass negligible_(mp ""' 0)"\\'Ìthr.,,,Pect. toj_ts_ine_rtiaJ,_;;_ k2mf2,
====- --one--lia:s·----=-•----- ---------- ---

so that the same positive benefit is obtained fòr a.-sufficiently--large-_k_:i:
Moreover, in this case the criticai point Ào becomes greater than unity for
k2 > 0.0_25. As a consequence, by mechanically increasing tip inertia, also
" stable-fashtou----- --- ------.St-;;:t;d
i;
a non•minimum phase output, according to the· stability achieved for the
__
• ,.
-- Gombining the-·above two·ideal··analyses-Ieads·to·similarresults--for a real
payload, •with both-non-zero mass and inertia. This formai result is also
confirmed• by common experience: ·in fact, it is much easier to contro! the
end-point motion of a-flexible arm when this·is subjett·to heavy (relative
to the link mass) loading at the tip. The numerica! simulations reported
in[25) fora slightly different modelofthe flexiblearm;" display the effects of
different feasible choices_ for À_.: Performan'ce of the resulting controllers are·
evahiatéd in terms oftip niotion accuracy and controfeffort. When Ào < 1,
increasing À h1
.[O; Ào) pr0duces remarkaplejmprovements
in the end-effector trajectory tracking.
A fin,.I comm_ent is in-order apout •the occurrence of instability in case
oLnon-minimun;i phase•output;==Wlren•:the-zer<>'dyna:micS-is•'lihsfable; ·in•
verse· control ,substailtially leads to an un_bounded state_ evolution in the
do$e<lJoop .•.• H_()wever,- itis•possil>le- to.show that•thereexists-iparticular
---trajectory, whlch
____ =:.s.tiU:guarante.es:an:overall:bounded:evolution. under,•pùfè'.-iriversiòn'-· contro!.
Gomputation of this initiaI cònditfori is a li:Ycpr0 ducfof. the output regu.Iation theory for nonlinear systems [9): Further analysis and numerica!
.
---•••

a;rin.is ,in a different iilitial staie-(e:g:-Iy-picallyiiri"é(ef0rmea)";"Onljthe

Robotics proposes severa! interesting problems where advanced nonlinear
contro! techniques find a·natural application. Beside feedback linearization
___ for-conventional rigid manipulators or exact linearization via dynamic feedback for robots with joint elasticity, we believe that ·use of more recently
dè_yel0 ped nonlineartools c9uld also lead_to similar relevant results. We
ha:ve shown here that an impòrtant role can be recognized for thè notion of
zero dynamics of a system.
'===---z-e-rocdynami-cs:wasinveBttgaiceci:hereinrelation·to some special robotic
-;:ontrel problenis. Robots-in--eenstrained maneuvers were revisited in' this
..the
description of the.end-effector
motion on the constraining surface. This provides also a basis for u_nderstanding the intrinsic decoupling achievable in the hybrid contro! of normal
the statement of a new stabilization result. The given analysis supports
the conclusion that, for stabilizing purposes, it is suflìcient to work in the
reduced space of the extra degree of freedoms. In the trajectory contro!
proplem for robot arms with flexible links, the stability condition for the
zero dynamics was found to be a clean guide in selecting system outputs to
be used for inversion. In particular, a set of alternate contro! strategies can
be gènerated by re-locating the output point within a feasible range along
the link. The chosen approach proved, helpful also for showing that the
non-minimum phase property of the end-effector contro! problem strongly
depends on the mechanical characteristics of the flexible arm --- an aspect
which is often overlooked.
We finally remark that the scope of the obtained results is not limited
to the relatively simple case studies presented. Ultimately, the unifying
perspective offered by the notion ofzero dynamics has provided a deeper
understanding ofthe considered robotic contro! problems.
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